Concept Abstract
Submit the one-page abstract with your concept video.
Abstract submission is required before concepts are posted online.

Team Name, Concept Name, Team Lead Name:

MineSquad , MINING : NECESSITY OR AN ALTERNATIVE ? , SUMIT KUMAR MUDI
In a few words, describe the general idea of your concept (game/social media/signs/book, etc.)
The project " MINING : NECESSITY OR AN ALTERNATIVE ? " forces one to ponder upon the contributions
offered by the mining industry. The project highlights the importance of metals and mining on a day-to-day
activity basis.

In a brief paragraph, describe your concept and how it will change the public’s perception of mining.
The metals and minerals that a person relies upon in everyday life is staggering. If they really take a moment to
think about it, they look around to observe the objects they are surrounded by which are not manufactured by
plant-based resources. The mining industry not only supports their everyday life but also provides the
foundations of engineering achievements for the decades to come.

In a few words, describe your intended audience.
The project is intended for anyone and everyone, who knows the definition of metal, mineral, and mining.

How far reaching do you envision your concept, that is, how many people and at what age ranges do
you think your concept will reach?
The approximate range is 5,000 people from 10-70 years old.

Please show a general breakdown and total projected cost of your project, if it were to be noticed or
sponsored.
Due to the ongoing pathetic pandemic condition, the video was purely shot inside the contestant's premises ,
therfore no such cost was required.

Briefly please include any additional information you would like judges to know about your concept.
Due to the ongoing pathetic pandemic condition, the video was purely shot inside the contestant's premises.
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